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Ruuvikuljettimet ovat neljänneksi suurin sähkönkulutuskohde sähkömoottorikäytöissä. Tässä

työssä tutkitaan anturittoman taajuusmuuttajan hyötyjä ruuvikuljetinjärjestelmissä, jossa pää-

paino on energiatehokkuuden maksimoinnissa. Toissijaiset tavoitteet ovat ruuvikuljettimen ku-

lumisen pienentämisessä sekä muiden hyötyjen etsimisessä.

Energiatehokkuuden ja muiden taajuusmuuttajasta saatavien hyötyjen tutkimiseksi tehtiin si-

mulointimalli, sekä rakennettiin tutkimuslaitteisto. Simulointimalli toteutettiin Matlab- ja Si-

mulink-ympäristössä. Varsinaisia mittauksia varten rakennettiin tutkimuslaitteisto, johon kuu-

lui kaksi säiliötä granulaatin kuljettamiseen mittauslaitteistoineen. Laboratorio testien perus-

teella saatiin määriteltyä ruuvikuljettimelle energiatehokkain nopeusalue, joka oli tässä tapauk-

sessa 600-900 rpm välillä. Lisäksi saatiin määriteltyä taajuusmuuttajalle parametrit vääntö- ja

nopeusestimaateista, joilla tukkeutuminen voidaan havaita. Myöskin ruuvin kulutuksen pienen-

tämiseen löytyi vääntö- ja nopeusestimaateista parametrit, joilla ruuvin värähtelyä voidaan kar-

sia.
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Screw conveyors are the fourth biggest energy consumption group of industrial electrical mo-

tors. In this thesis, sensorless frequency converter systems are researched with main objective

in maximizing energy efficiency. Optional objectives are the minimization of maintenance

costs and acquiring other advantages with frequency converter.

For researching energy efficiency and other advantages, simulation model of the system was

created. Also, an actual measurement and research system was also build. Simulation model

was done with Matlab- and Simulink-software. Actual measurement system had two containers

for the granulate for filling and emptying. Based on laboratory measurements, it was possible

to define the most energy efficient motor speed interval, which was in this case between 600-

900 rpm. From the frequency converter torque and speed estimates it was possible to check

when screw conveyor is jamming or jammed. Also from the speed and torque estimates, it was

possible to minimize screw vibrations. Minimizing screw vibrations will make screw last longer

due to less wear and tear.
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USED ABBREVATIONS
ACS800 Frequency converter type manufactured by ABB

D Nominal screw diameter (m)

I Current (A)

IM Mass flow rate (kg/h)

IV Volume flow rate (m3/h)

f Frequency (Hz)

g Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

H Lifting height (m)

n Number of screw rounds per minute (rpm)

L Conveying length (m)

P Power (kW)

S Screw pitch (m)
t Time (s)

U Voltage (V)

Through filling coefficient

Density of bulk material (kg/m3)

Progress resistance coefficient

Subscripts

rms root mean square, effective value

H Main resistance (when used in power)

N Secondary resistances (when used in power)

St Resistances due to inclination (when used in power)



1. INTRODUCTION

Conveyors are the fourth biggest energy consumption group in industrial electrical motors.

They are used in transporting the materials in the industrial systems and usually they have

very  high  uptimes.  They  are  also  used  in  vastly  different  industrial  sectors  and  for  vastly

different materials. From agriculture to airports, from eggs to luggage, from wet to dry ma-

terials, from hot to cold materials, conveyors are part of the everyday life. There are few

different kinds of conveyor systems: belt conveyors, chain conveyors, scoop conveyors,

roller conveyors, etc. Depending on the material properties and transportation distance of

the material, there is usually at least one conveyor that can handle the task. Conveyors can

be installed almost anywhere, which makes them popular at replacing human labor or even

fork lifts and other drivable machine transporters. Conveyors have also made possible to

manufacture, for example cars, faster with the assembly lines. Conveyors are not only for

the material transportation. For example, they can also be used as dispenser [Wredfors 2013]

[NCSU 1999] [MHI 2018] [ThomasNet 2018].

Figure 1-1 Pressurized, heat resistant screw conveyor in laboratory setup in Lappeenranta University

of Technology.



Screw conveyors can be used to transport any kind of materials from ash, corns, plastics, etc.
Due to their ability to withstand materials’ properties, they are used in chemical engineering
and agriculture. They are used to transport materials relatively short distances (less than 30
meters) and they can be used to transport material from almost any angle from horizontal to
vertical inclination. Screw conveyors are usually driven with induction motor setups. There
usually aren’t any frequency converters, because they are small sized, meaning low energy
consumption. They are also used to transport material in settings where energy efficiency
generally is not top priority due to low duty ratio. However, there are exceptions, such as
using screw conveyor as dispenser when speed must be changed [Wredfors 2013] [NCSU
1999].

Objectives of the study

In this Master’s Thesis, the option to use frequency converter in screw conveyor is discussed.

The basis of this thesis is from the Master’s Thesis made by Antti Wredfors 2013 Optimiza-

tion of conveyor systems by the frequency converter. This thesis focuses on the use of fre-

quency converter estimates such as motor speed, motor current, motor torque and motor

power as monitoring sources in screw conveyor setups. In other words, usage of frequency

converter as a measurement and monitoring device is discussed. The estimates are derived

from the frequency converter’s internal measurements and no additional measurements are

used. The data from the frequency converter is used to estimate the best energy efficient

mode to drive screw conveyor. But also, to detect the best mode to drive screw conveyor

with  the  minimal  damage  to  the  setup  and  thus  minimizing  the  life  costs  of  using  screw

conveyor is studied. Also the other advantages of the modern frequency converter, such as

soft starting and control feature are discussed.

This thesis presents methods that can be used for the monitoring and controlling of the screw

conveyor setup. First a simulation model to give some insight to the setup before actual

measurements were done with the laboratory setup. In the laboratory setup, screw conveyor

transported plastic pellets from one container to another. The results should be applicable to

other materials and other dimensional screw conveyors.

In this chapter, the background and motivation of the study are presented together with the

objectives  of  the  study.  The  main  objectives  of  this  study  are  to  investigate  the  possible

benefits of the frequency converter in screw conveyor setups. Especially the energy effi-

ciency potential through variable speed operation is focus of great interest due to possible



savings in energy. The research focuses on the usage of frequency converter estimates and

minimal usage of outside sensors to detect the most energy efficient way to use screw con-

veyor. Secondary focuses are on the minimizing the screw wear and tear and detecting the

possible blockages and wedging.

The key research questions for this thesis are:

Is there the best energy efficient way to use screw conveyor?

If there is energy efficient mode, is it general solution? In other words, can that en-

ergy efficient mode be found with only frequency converter in other screw conveyor

setups too?

If there is energy efficient mode, which is also a general solution, but cannot be found

only with frequency converter, what other information or sensors are needed?

Is there a way to reduce wear and tear of the screw in the screw conveyor with just a

frequency converter? If not, what else is needed?

Is there a way to detect and handle blockages and wedging with just a frequency

converter? If not, what else is needed?



2. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT SCREW CONVEYORS

Screw conveyors are used in transporting goods relatively short distances and for angles

from zero to 60 degrees. They are used in for example in agriculture to transfer crops. For

longer distances belt conveyors are better solution for their ability to have adjustable belt

length. However, they have relatively smaller inclination degrees. For upwards (higher than

60 degrees) it is better to use bucket conveyor due to their ability to transport goods to even

90-degree angles. Screw conveyors can also be used as dosing machine. There are also small

movement resistances when moving screw without load, it can handle high temperature ma-

terials and it has relatively high transportation capacity. []

Figure 2-1 Screw conveyor example. In figure we can see input head of the screw conveyor and screw.

(Wikipedia)

Screw conveyors transport  goods with a screw. It  pushes goods forward with each cycle.

Amount of goods which can be transported depends on screw properties such as length of

screw, distance between screw pitches, diameter of the screw, and rotational speed of screw.

Screw conveyor needs motor, which is usually induction motor with straight fastening or

belt coupling.



Usually screw conveyors are used in off-on setting. The electrical motor is started with start-

ing resistor or with wye-delta style. Transfer capacity cannot be controlled in this kind of

setting, but instead screw conveyor is run at max transfer limit.

 With frequency converter it is possible to control motor with a torque or speed controller. It

is also possible to detect some fault situations and run with a soft starter for screw conveyor.

Transportation capacity can be easily adjusted for production needs with frequency con-

verter, as well as limiting torque, fast reaction to fault situations and optimal transportation

speed for preserving material attributes. Also, earlier mentioned savings are one upside for

using frequency converter.

Calculation of screw conveyor capability

In this chapter are presented essential equations for the screw conveyors. They are derived

from the ISO 7119-1981 standard. Screw conveyor power consumption, mass flow, volume

flow rate, and needed motor speed are presented in this chapter. These equations are then

used later on modelling of the screw conveyor system. The following variables that are later

on measured on actual setup or in simulation model: Mass flow rate  and screw conveyor

overall power consumption P. Motor speed n is taken from either frequency converter or

from the simulation model variable. With these it is possible to calculate screw conveyor

energy efficiency.

Screw conveyor volume flow rate in m3/h can be calculated with 2.1 (ISO 7119-1981, 1980)

= 60 , (2.1)

where  is filling coefficient, D is diameter of the screw, S is pitch of the screw and n is the

rotation speed of the screw in rpm.

When a bulk material density  in kg/m3 is known, screw conveyor mass flow rate can be

calculated with (ISO 7119-1981, 1980)

, (2.2)

Screw conveyor overall power consumption can be calculated (ISO 7119-1981, 1980)

, (2.3)



where Ph is the power necessary for the progress of the material, Pn is the drive power when

no load is on the screw conveyor, and Pst is the power consumption due to inclination. All

the powers are given in watts, W.

 Power necessary for the progress of the material can be calculated with formula 2.4

= = , (2.4)

where L is the length of the screw,  is progress resistance coefficient, and g is the accelera-

tion due to gravitation.

Drive power of the screw conveyor at no load can be calculated.

= , (2.5)

where D is diameter of the screw and L is the length of the screw.

Power consumption due to inclination can be calculated

= = , (2.6)

where H is height where the material is transferred, and g is acceleration due to gravitation.

Combining all the previous formulas, overall power consumption can be calculated.

= ( ) + , (2.7)

Further, it is possible to calculate mass flow when power is known.

= , (2.8)

By contributing (2.1) and (2.2), and then reducing the formula, rotational speed of the screw

in rpms can be calculated.

= , (2.9)

Calculation of screw conveyor system efficiency

Screw conveyor efficiency can be calculated as



= , (2.10)

where Pout is mass of material that gets through the screw conveyor (tons/h) and it can be
calculated from (2.2). Pin is consumed power (kW) and it can be calculated from (2.7). This
leads that the efficiency is presented in tons/kWh. This tells how much material is trans-
ported with specific amount of energy. For example, if mass flow is 10 tons per hour and
used power is 0.8 kW, then screw efficiency is 12.5 tons/kWh. However, it is usually better
to express energy efficiency in fuel consumption format rather than in fuel economy format.
In figure 2-2 is shown relationship between fuel consumption and fuel economy. As can be
seen from the figure, fuel economy gives non-linear relationship for the fuel consumption.
When fuel economy increases from 0.01 tons per Wh to 0.02 tons per Wh, fuel consumption
drops from 100 Wh to 50 Wh. But when fuel economy increases even more from 0.02 tons
per Wh to 0.03 tons per Wh, fuel consumption drops from 50 Wh to 33.3 Wh. With the first
case fuel consumption dropped 50 Wh, but the next step dropped fuel consumption only 16.7
Wh. Because of this, in this thesis fuel consumption Wh per tons is used instead of fuel
economy tons per Wh [US Gov 2018].

Figure 2-2 When fuel economy increases from 0.01 tons per Wh to 0.02 tons per Wh, fuel consumption

drops from 100 Wh to 50 Wh. But when fuel economy increases even more from 0.02 tons per Wh to

0.03 tons per Wh, fuel consumption drops from 50 Wh to 33.3 Wh. With the first case fuel consumption

dropped 50 Wh, but the next step dropped fuel consumption only 16.7 Wh.



Screw conveyor related patents

There are lots of screw conveyor related patents even from 1955 onwards. However, they

are usually mechanical patents and they aim to improve screw or screw intake capabilities.

Energy efficiency, frequency converter or energy efficient frequency converter screw con-

veyor patents are rare [Wredfors 2013]. An example of the mechanical screw conveyor pa-

tents is US patent 20130167740. Invented by Johann Doppstadt and Horst Berger in 2011,

for the original assignee Doppstadt Familienholding Gmbh, this screw conveyor patent fo-

cuses on how to dry wet materials with screw conveyor [Doppstadt et al. 2011].

Figure 2-3 Patent number 20130167740. Invented by Johann Doppstadt and Horst Berger in 2011, this

screw conveyor related patent was designed to dry wet materials with screw conveyor systems.

Another mechanical screw conveyor patent is US2830695 A. Invented by Marion H. Fen-

nimore and Ivan J. Stephenson in 1955, it was designed for situations when normal screw

conveyor can’t use desired direct path due to obstacles. This patent focuses on how to make

screw conveyors flexible, so that screw conveyors can be bent around, under, or over the

obstacles. It has joints which will become curved when screw conveyor is bent. [Fennimore

et al. 1955]



Figure 2-4 US2830695 A, screw conveyor with joints. Designed by Marion H. Fennimore and Ivan J.

Stephenson for situations when normal screw conveyor can’t use desired direct path due to obstacles.



3. MODELLING OF THE CONVEYOR

With the formulas presented in chapter 2,  it  is  possible to create simulation models about

power consumption, screw conveyor transporting capacity and rotation speed needed for

different capacities or powers. Whole simulation process is shown at figure 3-1 and it is

based on conducting calculations with one second interval. One second interval is done so

that we can estimate how results change when one parameter is changes relative to others.

Figure 3-1 Whole simulation system. Blocks from left to right: Variable_Control is for the simulation

parameter handling, Mass_Flow calculates mass flow from the parameters, Power_Consumption calcu-

lates needed power for the mass flow. Capacity_tons_per_hour is used when power is known, and mass

flow is needed. RPM_calculator calculates needed rpm for the mass flow and power. Motor Efficiency

block calculates induction motor efficiency from the power and rpms. And finally on the right side are

the efficiencies calculated.

On the left side are the inputs of the system hidden inside Variable_Control. Mass_flow

block is for simulating how much material in tons/hour is transported when looking at screw

conveyor properties. Capacity_tons_per_hour is for when used power is known and key

properties of the screw and material. Power_consumption is for when mass flow is known,



key properties of the screw conveyor and material are known, and also overall power con-

sumption is known. So in this figure, there is two different simulation models in one. First

one is the more common and practical  one.  When motor speed is known, it  is  possible to

calculate mass flow and power consumption. And further more efficiency for the whole sys-

tem. Second one is less common and practically not used in this thesis. It uses motor power

to estimate mass flow and then to calculate motor speed from used mass flow and power.

That is the reason why there are switches to select mass flows, motor powers, and motor

speeds, so that the correct simulation approach can be selected.

Defining the model starting parameters
Variables are controlled in Variable_Control block shown in figure 3-2. Parameters can be

either constant or changed linearly as can be seen from the figure 3-2. There are few param-

eters that stay same no matter the circumstances. These parameters that do not change are:

S, the screw pitch, D, diameter of the screw, L,  length of the screw conveyor, and Rho, ,

density of the bulk material. These can be made to change but simulating these changes is

not needed for this thesis, because there is only one type of screw conveyor used in the actual

measurements. The parameters that are changed in these simulations are: Phi, , trough fill-

ing coefficient. It estimates how filled screw conveyor would be with range from 0 to 0.45.

Rounds per minutes aka screw conveyor rotation speed is presented as n. Power is user in-

putted power and it is for capacity and rpm simulations. Lambda, , corresponds to progress

resistance coefficient. And H, is height where material is transported.



Figure 3-2 Variable_Control block. Screw conveyor properties such as length, pitch, and diameter stay

the  same  with  the  material  density.  Other  parameters  such  as  used  power,  used  motor  speed,  filling

coefficient, progress resistance coefficient, and transport height are changed through the simulations.

Determination of the flow rate

In figure 3-3 is shown black box presentation of the mass_flow simulation block. Inputs are

, n, S, D and . From these can be calculated capacity estimated from screw properties.



Figure 3-3 Mass flow simulation presented as inputs and outputs.

Detailed simulation model of the mass_flow block is shown at figure 3-4. It is based on (2.1)

and (2.2). D2 is  calculated by using product from D and D1 which are the same variable.

Then all inputs and  are multiplied by each other. Gain 15 is from 60 * 1/4 from formula

2.1

Figure 3-4 Detailed mass flow simulation. Gain 15 is from 60 * ¼ in formula 2.1 and whole process is

from formula 2.2



In figure 3-5 is shown black box presentation of the capacity_tons_per_hour simulation

block. Inputs are P, , h, L and D. With these capacity can be estimated, when used power

and screw properties and progress resistance coefficient is known

Figure 3-5 Capacity as tons/hour presented as inputs and outputs.

Detailed presentation of the capacity_tons_per_hour simulation block. It is done with (for-

mula 2.8). Input P is multiplied by 367 (seconds multiplied by minutes divided by gravita-

tional constant g = 9.87 m/ss) and then divided by products of  and L with addition of H.

This is then further subtracted from products of L, D and 1/20. From these mass flow is

calculated.



Figure 3-6 Detailed capacity tons/hours.

These mass flow simulations can be improved with taking account how much screw incli-

nation degree will have effect on material progressing in screw. With higher screw inclina-

tion more power is needed to for material transportation. This is because of the potential

energy changes too as opposed only movement energy, when screw is at zero inclination

degree. Or in other words, height H is zero.

Material progress efficient and material filling coefficient can also change with the inclina-

tion degree. Acceleration due to gravity will cause material to try going backwards back to

input end of the screw conveyor. Technically, if screw conveyor moves slow enough, mate-

rial wouldn’t move forward in screw and would just stay at one place. And if screw conveyor

rotation speed is slowed from that point, material could start to move backwards, if there is

space to move backwards.



Power consumption simulation model

Power consumption model presented as black box presentation is given in figure 3-7. When

mass flow rate, conveying height and length, progress resistance coefficient and screw di-

ameter are known, can overall power consumption be simulated. In figure 3-8 is presented

each subcategory of the power consumption as black box. They are formed (2.3) – (2.7).

Figure 3-7 Power consumption model for overall power consumption presented as inputs and output.

Figure 3-8 Overall power consumption model presented as sum of all subcategories of the power con-

sumption.



In figure 3-9 is presented power consumption for progressing the material. It is calculated

from length, mass flow and progress resistance coefficient. And then multiplied with 1/367

(gravitational constant g, divided by second multiplied by minutes, 3600) as shown in (2.4).

Figure 3-9 Power consumption model for progressing material

In figure 3-10 is presented power consumption for no load in screw conveyor. It is calculated

from length and diameter of the screw and then multiplied with 1/20 as shown in (2.5)

Figure 3-10 Power consumption model for no load power

In figure 3-11 is presented power consumption due to inclination. It is calculated from mass

flow and height where material is conveyed. And then multiplied with 1/367 as shown in

(2.6).

Figure 3-11 Power consumption model for inclination.



Simulation of required rotational speed

A round per minute simulation is continuation of mass flow simulation done with known

power usage. With this simulation it is possible to simulate needed rpms for screw conveyor,

when mass flow is known or there is mass flow, which wanted to achieve in different kinds

of situations. Black box presentation of the system is shown at figure 3-12 where inputs and

output are shown. Inputs are , D, S, Im and .

Figure 3-12 Rounds per minute simulation model presented as black box. Inputs are on the left and

output on the right

Detailed simulation model of the rounds per minute simulation can be seen at figure 3-13.

D2 is done by multiplying D and D1, which are the same input basically. Constant 15 come

from formula 2.9 and is got from 60 * ¼. Then all  inputs and  are multiplied expect Im,

which is used later at division. From these calculations rounds per minutes are gotten.



Figure 3-13 Detailed simulation model of the rounds per minute simulation model.

Motor efficiency simulation

Motor  efficiency  is  calculated  from  consumed  power  and  rotational  speed  of  the  motor.

Power, which simulation will use, can be selected between power calculated from mass flow

and user inputted power. Rotating speed can be chosen from manually inputted (which is

used when mass flow is calculated from screw properties) or from the rotational speed esti-

mation,  when used  power  is  known.  From these  inputs  motor’s  energy  efficiency  can  be

calculated and motor torque.

Figure 3-14 Black box presentation from motor_efficiency block. Motor’s Power and rpms are given as

inputs and motor torque and energy efficiency are outputs.



Detailed presentation from motor_efficiency block is shown in figure 3-15. Input power is

given in kW. Thus it is first changed to watts by multiplying it by 1000. Rounds per minutes

are transformed to radians per minutes by multiplying it 2 . By dividing this product with

60, we get radians per minutes to radians per second. And further dividing power in kw with

radians per seconds, motor torque is calculated. Motor efficiency is calculated from motor

torque and rounds per minutes. It uses 2-D table which has motor energy efficiency map as

motor torque and speed function [Immonen 2003].

Figure 3-15 Motor_efficiency block shown from inside. Power is changed from kW to W. Rounds per

minutes is changed to radians per seconds. From these values motor torque is calculated. Motor effi-

ciency is estimated from 2-D table which has motor efficiency mapping as functions of motor torque and

motor speed.

Simulation of the conveyor energy efficiency

Energy consumption is simulated from used power and mass flow. Power is in kilowatt for-

mat and mass flow in tons per one hour. Thus, dividing power by mass flow, we get energy

efficiency as kilowatt-hours per one ton. Further multiplying it by 1000, we get watt-hours

per one ton, which is screw conveyor efficiency. By dividing this value with motor energy

efficiency, whole system total efficiency is simulated. In total efficiency, it is possible to add

other efficiency variables such as frequency converter efficiency or other miscellaneous ef-

ficiency coefficients.



Figure 3-16 Energy efficiency simulation. First divide block in lower left corner will divide power by

mass flow. Mass flow and power can be selected with switches, which power and mass flow is used in

simulation. After that it is multiplied by 1000 to get screw energy efficiency at watt-hours per one ton

format. In product block, motor efficiency and screw conveyor efficiency are multiplied to get system’s

total energy efficiency.

Simulation parameters and results

For the simulation default parameters are shown in table 3-1. D, L and S are screw conveyor

properties which stay constant regardless of the situation. H can vary between 0m to 5m and

thus  every  simulation  is  done  with  0m and 4m H values.  Also  change  from 0m to  5m is

simulated. Rotation speed of the screw conveyor is 1450 rpm at nominal speed and is kept

as constant. P is set to 0.4 kW for simulation purposes because screw conveyor is expected

to consume 0.4kW power when default parameters are used, and height is 0m. However,

capacity changes and needed rpms are simulated by using 0.2kW up to 1.5kW for the power

consumption simulations.

, and are material properties. Filling coefficient  is estimated to be 0.3 according to

ISO 7119-1981 standard. In simulation change from 0.15 to 0.45 is done. Bulk material

density is known and will be constant regardless of the situation. Progress resistance coef-

ficient is estimated to be 1.9, but there are simulations, where it goes 1.9 to 3.0.



Table 3-1 Default parameters used in simulations. Only one parameter is changed at each time.

Default

parameters

D 0.1m

H 0m (5m)

L 5.3m

n 1500 rpm

P 0.4 kW

S 0.1m

0.3

1.9

0.9 t/m3

Simulations were done by using default parameters and then changing one parameter value

at a time. Simulations were done with ten second simulation time, where simulated parame-

ter changed. Then motor torque, mass flow, overall power usage and efficiencies were rec-

orded. Time changes are not the important part, but how the result change when one control

parameter is being changed.

Changing height simulation

The goal of this simulation is to show how height effects on the system. Height was changed

from zero meters to five meters in ten seconds in figure 3-17. In the same figure can be seen

how height changes effect on other parameters. We can see that mass flow doesn’t change,

but we can see motor power and motor torque increasing with the increased height. That tells

us, that mass flow should be quite same regardless of the height. But because mass flow is

not decreasing, more power and torque is needed to compensate holding a constant mass

flow against gravity.

Efficiencies shown in figure 3-18 show us that increased height is slightly better for motor

efficiency. But overall system efficiency drops, because of screw efficiency drops more than

motor efficiency increases.



Figure 3-17 Simulation of the height. Height change is simulated from zero meters to five meters to show

how changing of the height effects on other screw conveyor parameters. Mass flow doesn’t change when

height changes, but both motor torque and power consumption increase with the height.

Figure 3-18 Efficiencies for motor, screw and overall. As can be seen, according to these simulation re-

sults, motor efficiency slightly increases because of increased motor power usage. But Screw efficiency

drops, resulting a drop in the total efficiency due to more energy needed transport material to higher.



Motor speed simulation and result

Motor speed simulation was done by changing gradually motor speed from 100 rpm to 1500

rpm with 140 rpms slope. In figure 3-19 can be seen motor speed change. In the same figure

is mass flow simulation results when motor speed changes. As can be observed, the motor

speed correlates directly with mass flow. And from the same figure can be seen the same

phenomenon with motor power usage. But surprisingly, motor torque drops with the in-

creased speed.

In the figure 3-20 are shown efficiencies. Increased motor speed increases efficiencies across

the board. This is because motor is more efficient near nominal speed. Screw conveyor be-

comes more efficient because the power needed is divided by three different components:

Power for material progress, power when operating at no load, and power due to inclination.

Because the power when operating at no load becomes smaller compared to other power

elements at higher speeds, the efficiency of the screw rises.

Figure 3-19 motor speed parameter changing from 100 rpm to 1500 rpm in simulation. Mass flow in-

creases with the increased motor speed. Motor torque drops when speed increases but power consump-

tion increases with the increased motor speed.



Figure 3-20 Efficiencies when motor speed increases. As can be seen, efficiencies across the board in-

crease when motor speed increases.

Progress resistance coefficient simulation

Progress resistance coefficient ( ) effects on the simulation model were tested by changing

it gradually from 1.9 to 3. In figure 3-21 can be seen  change. In the same figure is shown

mass flow which doesn’t change at all. But it can be seen motor power and torque increasing

with the increased progress resistance coefficient. This means, that progress resistance coef-

ficient only effects on power needed but not in mass flow. Which leads directly that efficien-

cies in figure 3-22 drop except for the motor efficiency.



Figure 3-21 Progress resistance coefficient changes in simulation. Progress resistance coefficient rises

from the 1.9 to 3 during the simulation. Mass flow stays same but both motor torque and power con-

sumption increase with the progress resistance coefficient.

Figure 3-22 Efficiencies when progress resistance coefficient increases. As can be seen, system becomes

overall more inefficient with the increased progress resistance coefficient.



Filling coefficient simulation and results

Filling  coefficient  ( )  describes  screw conveyor’s  fill  rate  and  it  dimensionless  unit.  It  is

usually 0.15 to 0.45, and so it was simulated with these values from 0.15 to 0.45, as can be

seen from figure 3-23. Its effects on mass flow rate can be seen from the same figure, where

we can observe increased mass flow with the increased filling coefficient. That is because

now screw is more filled, and thus without changing any other parameters, mass flow in-

creases. From the same figure, it can be seen motor power and motor torque increase with

the filling coefficient. That is because of the increased mass flow. Finally, from figure 3-24

efficiencies rise across the board. System becomes more efficient because of the screw fills

properly, thus increasing mass flow and negating no-load power compared to material pro-

gress load.

Figure 3-23 Filling coefficient increase in simulation. Filling coefficient increases from 0.15 to 0.45. Mass

flow increases with filling coefficient, and the same goes for the motor torque and power consumption.

They increase because the screw is more filled, and thus transferring more material, which also increases

needed torque and power consumption.



Figure 3-24 Efficiencies from the filling coefficient simulation. As can be seen, the higher the filling co-

efficient, the better the efficiencies are.

Conclusions of the simulation results

From the simulation results it is possible to make table as shown in table 2. From the table

it can be seen how different variables affect simulation results. There it can be seen, that

mass flow either increases or stays same when variables increase. Motor torque increases

with the variables with the exception in speed. Power consumption increases always when

variables increase. Same goes for the motor efficiency. Screw and total efficiencies however

do not behave same as motor efficiency. Screw and total efficiency both increase when speed

or filling coefficient increase. But they will both decrease when height or progress resistance

coefficient increase.

From the simulation results we can say, that setup is the most energy efficient when it driven

with higher speed and high filling coefficients. Progress resistance coefficient and height

increases just make setup to consume more power without increasing efficiency of the setup.



Table 3-2. Simulation results shown in table format. Variables are in the left side and parameters on the

top. ‘N’ means neutral and corresponds that no change was happening when variable was changed. ‘+’

means that if variable increases or decreases, parameter will follow in the same direction. ‘-‘ means

variable change will cause opposite effect on parameter.

Mass

flow

Motor

torque

Power con-

sumption

Motor Ef-

ficiency

Screw Ef-

ficiency

Total Effi-

ciency

Height N + + + - -

Speed + - + + + +

N + + + - -

+ + + + + +



4. TEST AND MEASUREMENT SETUP

In figure 4-1 there is an actual picture from screw conveyor system used in measurements.

Granulate is transported from container 1 to container 2. Screw conveyor rise angle is ad-

justable up to 60 degrees. Motor is on the container 2 side. Acceleration sensor is installed

on the motor side. There is another screw conveyor which will empty container 2 back to

container 1.

Figure 4-1 Illustrative figure of the used system. Granule is transported from container 1 (upper) to

container 2 with measuring screw conveyor (lower). Other screw conveyor will transport granule back

to upper container.

The screw conveyors used in the measurements are manufactured by Reikälevy Oy. They

are 5 meters long with extra 30 cm motor holder at the other end. Input head is scalable and

usually primary way to limit amount of material transferred. In these measurements input

head was always fully open. The screw conveyors were 100 mm diameters. Both have 1.5

kW induction motors (2SIE 90L4, see data sheet at appendix II for more information.). Ma-

terial used in the measurements was granulite plastic pellets. Their material density is

900kg/m3 according to data sheet, but the measurement results done in the laboratory did

show 890kg/m3. There was around 1200 kg of the plastic pellets in the container during test

runs.



Figure 4-2 Picture from actual system. In back container number 1 is on the back and in front container

number 2 can be seen.

Measurement system

Measurements were stored for analysis purposes by using National Instruments measure-

ment modules. The chassis was cDAQ-9184. It has four slots for the measurement modules

and ethernet connection which was used to connect chassis to PC and LabVIEW software.

The voltage module was NI 9215. It has four channels and can measure voltage ranges from

+/- 10 V, 16-bit resolution and 100 kS/s/channel. It was used to measure acceleration sensor

data.



Acceleration sensor was used in vibration measurements. Acceleration sensor was SKF

CMSS2100. It has sensitivity of 99 mV/g and it needs -15…+15 operating voltage. It is

powered by LAB 532 DC power source. Acceleration sensor sent data as voltage signal to

NI 9215 voltage module. In LabVIEW software the measurement data was converted to

mm/s2 units.

Weight in container were measured by strain gauges. Container had four legs and each of

the leg had one strain gauge in it to measure straining. The strain gauges used in measure-

ments were UPW 50B120RV 0,1g 5ppm. Strain gauges were then coupled with NI 9237

analog input module with 24-bit resolution and 50 KS/s/channel. Calibration was done by

filling the upper container fully and then flattened the plastic pellets so that weight is evenly

on the container feet. Then valve in the bottom was opened and pellets dropped to another

smaller container. When the smaller container was full, valve was closed, and the smaller

container was weighted to see how much weight was taken away. After that was also rec-

orded how much strain gauge values dropped. This was done until upper container was to-

tally empty. With this setup, it was possible to figure out how strain gauges behave when

weight is transported out from container, and thus calibrate the strain gauges to show actual

weight. It was possible to achieve +/- 1 kg accuracy for the weight.

Power consumption values are taken from frequency converter estimation and with separate

Siemens PAC3200 power analysator with current transformers type 100/5 with 0.5S accu-

racy. Speed is taken from frequency converter and with incremental encoder which is in

feedback with ACS800. Torque is just estimation from frequency converter and there won’t

be any other torque measurement units.

Labview software

Overview of  the  used  software  is  shown in  figures  4-3.  Program works  in  three  different

loops. Before loops start, initial parameters are taken in. These initial parameters have file-

names, file paths and order of the parameters in the saved file. They also have IP-address of

the PAC3000 energy meter. After initialization parameters are taken in, loops start to work.

Outer loop 1 (green in the figure) is the start loop. It has only one job and it is to make inner

loops to work. Inner loop 1 is the main loop of the program. It collects data from sensors,

handles it, delivers data to user interface and saves the data to files. Inner loop 2 is used to



get data from frequency converter. It works in faster cycle time to ensure all relevant data is

collected and saved to file.

Figure 4-3 This block diagram demonstrates how the labview program works. Outer loop 1 starts both

inner loops. Inner loop 1 demonstrates how the main program works. Inner loop 2 handles data gather-

ing from frequency converter.

User interface in LabVIEW program is shown in figures 4-4 and 4-5. There are multiple

different tabs, but only two of them are actually relevant to the measurements: Main and

Powers, Acceleration, Energy –tabs. Rest are for development purposes which include mon-

itoring of strain gauges, frequency converter data, frequency converter communication and

local variables.

Main tab shows program control features and most important variables in either graph or

current value. In frequency converter options, frequency converter can be started and con-

trolled. It also shows important variables such as motor speed and current.

In settings options, different measurement options can be chosen. It is possible to save only

raw sensor data, 10 ms interval data from frequency converter parameters or all the relevant

data at once. PID-control parameters can be changed.

Input powers show data from PAC3200 such as used power and energy. There is reset button

which resets current used energy for the next measurement. There are three graphs which

show motor speed, motor power and motor energy efficiency.



Figure 4-4 Main panel of the labview program. It shows motor speed, power and efficiency at real-time

graphs and used energy in variable monitor. File reading can be disabled and enabled with push of the

button, as well as starting frequency converter.

Figure 4-5 Monitor tab for the used powers, energy and acceleration. Graphs are real-time and they

update at 100 ms intervals.



Measurement plan

Measurement plan consisted of doing measurements from 20 degree angle to 50 degree angle

with the intervals of 10 degree. This ensures that measurements will have enough data from

different angles and how they effect on desired observation results. The speed was the second

variable that was changed between measurements. Speed range was set from 400 rpm to

2000 rpm. This ensures wide enough range for the measurements. Considering that nominal

speed of the screw conveyor system was designed for 1500 rpm motor speed, the 400 rpm

lower limit was deemed reasonable.

There were also specific measurements for jamming testing, which was one of the points of

interests in this research, and also for vibration of the screw inside the screw conveyor. The

jamming testing was done by blocking the output head of the screw conveyor at different

speeds and angles. Then recording the measurement data and later checking if the frequency

converter could handle jamming and wedging issues by itself. The vibration tests were done

in different speeds and angles too, but this time they were done with few extra variables: if

the screw was empty or full, and secondly, which position was the acceleration sensor. There

were two options for the acceleration sensor: radial and axial. In axial direction, the acceler-

ation sensor was set up to near motor and in the same direction as the screw of the screw

conveyor. Radial was done by putting acceleration sensor near motor, but in 90 degrees

compared to direction of the screw. This way it could be checked how great were the vibra-

tions in the radial and axial direction, but also how much the fill rate of the screw effects on

vibrations.

The interests of the measurement results lie mainly in the mass flow (how much granulite

will move in the screw conveyor at different angles and different speeds) and the energy

consumption (how much energy is consumed, and is there the energy efficient point, how it

can be achieved). The secondary issues which were measured were the option to use fre-

quency converter as an active sensor for blockage detection (can blockages be observed and

handled with frequency converter alone without external sensors) and if the vibrations of the

screw conveyor minimized (extend the potential life time of screw inside the screw con-

veyor). From these reasons, it was deemed necessary to write up measurement data from

energy used and power from the PAC3200 energy reader. From the frequency converter it

was deemed necessary to take all the basic parameters which include motor speed reference,



motor speed actual, output frequency, motor current, motor power and motor torque. From

the LabVIEW module it was deemed necessary to take all the strain gauge data, convert it

to readily readable mass estimate, and record that up. Just in case were all the data recorded

from the individual strain gauges, if there is need for post processing or fixing mass estimate.

In the measurement system there were three different sampling frequencies used. First there

was the general sampling rate of one second (1Hz). It was used to take all the measurements

(anything from motor speed to vibration was taken with this, even though they were not

used) and was the main handling frequency in mass flow and energy. The second sampling

rate was 1ms (1000Hz). It was used to take motor torque measurements. Motor torque meas-

urements at this sampling frequency were done by taking 20 seconds sample. Lastly, there

was the 0.1ms (100 kHz) sampling rate. This sampling frequency was used to take vibration

sensor measurements because vibration sensor could handle this frequency and the vibration

measurements should be done with high frequency due to changes are happening in ex-

tremely fast intervals.



5. MEASUREMENTS AND CONTROLLING

In this chapter the actual measurement results with the actual screw conveyor system are

discussed. Screw conveyor cost saving methods are also discussed in this chapter, such as

how the most energy efficient state is achieved, how to detect jamming, how to reduce vi-

brations in the screw, and also how simulation model and actual measurement results differ

from each other.

Defining the continuous state
The most important part to make sure that measurement results are synchronized with each

is to define the continuous state. Continuous state is how screw conveyor behaves when it is

driven at constant speed. That’s why the starting and stopping of the screw conveyor system

are not that important. Which leads to that when measurement results are processed, there

needs to be common ground when analysis of measurement results become relevant and

when the  measurement  results  need  to  be  stopped.  In  figures  5-1  to  5-4  is  shown typical

measurement results without processing. Note that due to mass flow being measured with

strain gauges, there might be longish waiting times at the start of the measurement to wait

strain gauges to get back to normal.



Figure 5-1 Motor speed reference compared to motor speed actual. As can be seen, there is a bit of delay

at the start before motor speed actual reaches the reference speed. At the end of the measurement, motor

speed actual jumps little bit because screw conveyor becomes empty.

In figure 5-1 are motor speed reference compared to motor speed actual. Motor speed refer-

ence and motor speed actual are good indicators when the motor is in continuous state. How-

ever, motor speed reference is reference value, and as can be seen, actual speed follows little

late. That’s why it would make sense to use motor speed actual to check when the motor is

in continuous state. Also, the motor speed actual can be even slower at reaching motor speed

reference with different screw conveyor system, and that also makes motor speed reference

not a good solution to check continuous state.



Figure 5-2 Motor speed actual compared to motor torque. Motor torque follows quite nicely motor speed

actual, as expected. At the end when the granulite container is getting empty and screw is not filling

fully, there is slight pump in the speed, and considerable drop in the torque.

In figure 5-2 are motor speed actual compared to motor torque. Motor speed actual compared

to torque shows us little bit more what is happening in the measurements. When the motor

is started, speed picks up to designated speed. Motor torque follows the actual speed. But

later, when the granulite container is getting empty and thus screw is not fully fulfilled,

torque drops and actual speed gets little pump. In this case it would be possible to use either

torque or motor speed actual to check if system is in the continuous state.



Figure 5-3 Motor speed actual compared to motor power. The same phenomenon can be observed here

as was in the case of motor torque. At first they follow each other, but when the granulite container is

getting empty and the screw is not filling as much, the speed gets slight pump and power drops dramat-

ically.

In figure 5-3 are motor speed actual compared to motor power. Motor speed actual compared

to motor power shows us almost exactly the same story as motor speed actual compared to

motor torque. Power and speed follow each other in the early, but later power drop and speed

gets little pump due to screw conveyor getting empty. In this case, it would make sense to

use either motor speed actual or motor power to check continuous state.



Figure 5-4 Motor speed actual compared to motor current. As was the case in the last two figures, same

thing is happening here. Motor speed actual and motor current follow each other first, but then speed

gets slight pump and motor current drops somewhat.

In figure 5-4 are motor speed actual compared to motor current. Motor speed actual com-

pared to motor current shows us almost exactly the same story as the two previous figures.

Current and speed follow each other in the early, but later current drops and speed gets little

bump due to screw conveyor getting empty. There is, however, at the start small bump down

with current, because motor current gets ahead of motor speed, but then catches motor speed

little later, and goes again upward. There is also significantly smaller drop at the end, when

the material in screw conveyor runs out. This leads now to a conclusion that that in this case,

it would make sense to use either motor torque or motor current to check continuous state

rather than motor speed reference.

Because there is little to no difference which of the three possible – motor speed actual,

motor torque, motor power – variables to check continuous state, motor torque was chosen.

Motor torque was chosen because it was already in measurements one of the point of inter-

ests. To decide when continuous state begins and ends, motor torque data was taken in as a



vector. Then vector index was moved forward by one step. Then moving average was cal-

culated with five steps backwards and forwards. If moving average to forwards and back-

wards be almost same, and motor speed reference was positive (meaning, there has been

given start order from the panel and measurement has been started), the system was deemed

to be in continuous state. When the moving averages started to differ, then is was concluded

that end point was reached.

Torque measurements

Torque measurements were done with 1ms (1000 Hz) and 1s (1 Hz) sampling frequencies.

1ms sampling frequency was used to take 20 second samples while 1s interval was used

during the whole measurement. From the 1ms interval results were calculated motor torque

mean (DC component), RMS value of motor torque AC component (torque vibration), and

for determining how significant AC component was compared to DC component. Start point

and end for motor torque vector were decided when motor torque was in continuous state.

5-5 Motor torque DC components at the different angles as the function of the motor speed. 30-degree

angle is highest motor torque, followed by 40-degree, 20 degrees and finally 50 degree. Apart from 20-

degree angle measurements, they all rise until 1300 rpm and then start to drop.



In figure 5-5 we can see motor torque DC component (mean torque). As we can see, motor

torques rise slightly up until 1300 rpm and then torques start to drop. Expect in the case of

the 20-degree angle, which rises until 1500 rpm and then drops. The reason for the drop is

that in higher speeds, screw doesn’t fill properly. In other words, filling coefficient gets

smaller, which results in less torque needed. It is also noticeable that 20-degree results are

not at the top, but instead 30-degree results, followed by 40 degree. These results could be

explained that screw filling coefficient changes by the angle and causes some form changes

in the torque needs.

Figure 5-6 Motor torque AC-levels. As can be seen, results vary quite a lot. 40 degrees is generally the

lowest while 30 degree is generally the highest. There are couple of spikes and 50 degree starts to rise

from 1400 rpm onwards.

In figure 5-6 can be seen motor torque AC component levels. Motor torque AC-component

shows us how much there was vibration in the motor torque when the measurements were

taken. As can be seen, results vary quite a lot and there doesn’t seem to be any sort of con-

sistency. AC component between angles are not lined from bottom to top in the same order

as angles, but 40 degrees is the lowest AC component across the board, while 20 degrees



and 50-degree results jump all over the place. 30-degree angle AC components seem to be

little consistent with the motor torque DC component.

Figure 5-7 Motor torque DC component compared to AC component. This shows how much more sig-

nificant is the DC component compared to AC component. It is also same shaped as the AC component

figure 5-6.

In figure 5-7 can be seen AC component compared to DC component. AC component com-

pared to DC component gives practically same figure as AC component, only this it is in

percent AC compared to DC instead of torque percent. As can be seen, motor torque DC

component is much more significant than AC component. AC component is at max 5% of

the DC component, but usually stays below 3% limit.



Figure 5-8 Motor torque DC-components with the 1s (1Hz) sampling frequency. It is almost identical

with the figure 5-5.

In figure 5-8 are shown motor torque DC-components with 1s (1Hz) sampling frequency.

There are slight variations in the results compared to faster 1ms (100Hz) measurements.

However, they mainly correlate each other.

Motor power and motor current measurements

Motor current was taken from the ACS800 parameter list. It was taken with the 1s (1Hz)

sampling frequency, as was taken motor power. But there is also option with 1ms (100Hz)

sampling frequency. That was deemed unnecessary. Motor current and motor power were

processed exactly like motor torque measurements discussed previously in this chapter. In

figures  5-9  and  5-10  are  shown results  how motor  current  and  motor  power  behave  with

different angles and different motor speeds.



Figure 5-9 Motor currents at different motor speeds. As can be seen, motor current first grows with

motor speed, but at 1300 rpm starts to drop. After 1600 rpm it stays relatively same, and after 1800 rpm

starts to rise again. This is due to field weakening, which makes motor currents to behave differently

than rest of graphs.

As can be seen from figure 5-9, motor currents first rise up until 1300 rpm. Then motor
current starts to drop due to entering in field weakening speeds. This goes until 1600 rpm,
when motor currents stay relatively same. After 1800 rpm motor currents start to rise again.
This is happening with all the angles. However, 30 degree angle gives highest motor current,
while 50 degree angle gives the lowest motor current. 40 degree and 20 degree angles are in
the middle, but their relative motor currents change depending on if speeds are on the field
weakening mode or not. If speeds are not in field weakening phase, 40 degree angle gives
higher motor current. In field weakening phase, 20 degree angle gives higher motor current
than 40 degree angle.



Figure 5-10 Motor powers at different motor speeds and angles. As can be seen, motor power rises with

motor speed. Surprisingly, the higher the angle, the less power is used. This is most likely happening due

to lesser mass flow rate with the higher angle (see figure 5-11 and chapter 5.3 for more information).

Motor powers with different angles and motor speeds are shown in figure 5-10. As can be
seen, motor powers rise relatively linearly until 1300 rpm. After that they stay relatively
linear but with different a slope. 30 degree angle takes more power, followed by 20 and 40
degree angles. 50 degree angle takes least power. This happens most likely due to mass flow
changes. As can be seen from the chapter 5.3, 50 degree angle has least mass flow due to
input head not transporting enough material to the screw conveyor. Which leads to motor
not needing that much power because mass flow is much lower. Should the mass flows be
exactly same, 50 degree angle would take the most power due to need to work against gravity
the most.

Mass flow measurements

Mass flow measurements were made with each angle and each speed. Furthermore, for the

speeds between 500 to 1000 rpm were duplicated to get more accurate data. Mass flow esti-

mate was done by taking start time when torque was deemed to be in continuous state. End

point was taken when torque was not in continuous state anymore.



As can be seen from the figure 5-11, mass flow increases with the motor speed. But the rate

of increase is not totally linear because in higher speeds filling coefficient gets smaller due

to screw input head getting little bit inefficient. The higher angle slows down the mass flow

rate rather much in absolute terms, but compared to ratio at 500 rpm to 1500 rpm, all angles

get almost same increase to mass flow.

Figure 5-11 Mass flow estimate from 400 rpm to 2000 rpm with different angles ranging from 20 degrees

to 50 degrees. As can be seen, mass flow increases with the increased motor speed and decreases with

the higher angle.

Furthermore, as can be seen from figure 5-11, with 30-50 degree angles and speeds higher
than 1600 the mass flow doesn’t increase. This means that screw has practical limit how
much it can transport material. This happens most likely due to input head not being able to
transfer material to screw conveyor at the desired rate. Which means that even in scenarios
where material is needed to transport at maximum possible speed, there is a point where
motor speed increase does not increase mass flow. And using screw conveyor with higher
speeds will only consume more energy for no gain.



Energy measurements

Energy measurements were done with 1 Hz sampling frequency. They were done by using

same criteria as in mass flow and torque measurements, meaning start point and end point

for energy measurements were the same start and end point as in mass flow and torque meas-

urements.

Figure 5-12 Absolute energy consumption. In this figure is shown how much energy was used in the

measurements.

In figure 5-12 is shown absolute energy consumption. It shows how much energy was used

on average in each measurement point. As can be seen, absolute energy consumption de-

creased from going from 400 rpm onwards. Then depending on angle, somewhere between

700 rpm and 900 rpm was the lowest energy usage. Then system started to use more energy.

This means that according to figure 5-12, the best energy efficiency for the screw conveyor

setup is found in the lowest points, which are in this case depending on angle in 700 rpm and

900 rpm range.



Figure 5-13 Energy usage per tons. This figure shows energy usage compared to mass flow. As can be

seen, energy usage drops from going from 400 rpm. Then meets the lowest point somewhere between

600rpm and 1000 rpm, depending on the angle. After that, energy usage starts to rise again.

In figure 5-13 is shown energy consumption by tons. It is more comparable because now the

mass flow rate is taken into consideration. Most noticeable is that energy consumption is

lowest at 600-1000rpm range and the lower the angle, more energy efficient process is. What

is surprising that there is no clear correlation between the lowest energy usage points be-

tween each angle. Logically, the lowest point should start either from the right or left side,

and then shift with the increased angle to right side or left. Or the lowest energy usage per

tons point could also be in the same speed for every angle. Now it can be observed that 20

degrees is the most left. Then 30 degrees is the most right. And finally, with 40 degrees and

50 degrees the lowest energy usage point is at the same speed.

5.5.1 Conclusions of the energy measurement

The screw conveyor system was most energy efficient when it is used in 600-900 rpm range

according to test results. As can be seen from torque, power, and current measurements,

there is no clear indicator when the most energy efficient motor speed has been achieved.



Motor torque does do dips on up or down at the most efficient speed, and neither does motor

current or power. This means, that to figure out most energy efficient motor speed for screw

conveyor setup, is to one way or another to figure out mass flow rate and calculate efficiency

with mass flow data. Then for example using frequency converter power parameter, it is

possible to get estimate which is energy efficient speed.

Figure 5-14 Mass flow per hour per power consumption. In this figure is shown power consumption

relatively to mass flow. As we can see, energy efficiency is better at lower speeds.

In figure 5-14 is shown power consumption compared to mass flow. As can be seen, power

usage relative to mass flow is smallest at 400-1000 rpm range depending on the inclination

of the screw conveyor. This chart doesn’t quite accurately show same kind of efficiency

motor speed range as figures 5-12 and 5-13 show, but accurate enough to show when motor

speeds are going to the least efficient range.



Jamming tests and measurements

In the jamming test and measurements, the general idea was to find a way to detect blockages

or wedging in the screw conveyor or if the screw conveyor wedges. Blockage happens when

screw conveyor output head can’t push material anymore and results in screw conveyor get-

ting first filled and then stopping. Stopping can break the motor, the screw, or even the frame

around the screw.

Wedge means that material gets between screw and frame causing a wedge. This has same

consequences as the blockage of the output. Due to limitations in the measurement device,

it is assumed that wedge causes similar phenomenon as the blockage.

The jamming tests were done with 20 and 40-degree angles. The used motor speeds were

100, 500, 1000 and 1500 rpm. The system was started, and the output tube was sealed. When

the screw conveyor pushed material, eventually it caused a blockage at the output. The meas-

urements were taken with the 1ms sampling frequency. Each data point was repeated by four

times to give accurate information about the blockage and to eliminate possible errors with

only one data point.

All the blockage tests were quite similar. That’s why there will be four different figures to

demonstrate effects of the blockage at different speeds and angles. Also, when torque doesn’t

rise anymore in the measurements, it hit a frequency converter torque limit. [Appendix I,

parameter 20.04]



Figure 5-15 Jamming test with 1000 rpm and 40 degree angle. As can be seen, when blockage is almost

happening, the motor speed start to go down a bit and rapidly going down with blockage advancing. The

motor torque goes up because frequency converter tries to keep motor speed up.

As can be seen from figure 5-15, there is measurement results with 1000 rpm and 40-degree

angle. First 11 seconds are the normal motor operation. Nothing special is happening, motor

speed goes up to designated 1000 rpm and motor torque. From 11 seconds onward, the

blockage happens. The tube is getting filled and so is the output head of the screw conveyor.

What can be seen is that motor speed drops and motor torque goes up. This is caused by that

the frequency converter tries to keep motor speed up by increasing torque. However, because

material has nowhere to go and it doesn’t crush or flow backwards, motor speed keeps drop-

ping. Motor torque hits frequency converter torque cap (300%) and stays there until test is

finished.



Figure 5-16 Jamming test with 1500 rpm and 40 degree angle. Figure is scaled to show end point when

jamming happens. As can be seen, when blockage is almost happening, the motor speed start to go down

a bit and rapidly going down with blockage advancing. The motor torque goes up because frequency

converter tries to keep motor speed up.

In figure 5-16 is shown slightly different measurement with slightly different settings. The

measurement was taken with 1500 rpm motor speed and 40 degree angle. It is little bit

zoomed and shows a bit more accurately. At the 34.5 second mark, blockage happens. From

there on blockage gets worse, which results in motor speed dropping rapidly and motor

torque increasing as rapidly. At 35 second mark, motor torque has hit the cap and motor

speed is at 900 rpm mark. At 40 second mark test is finished.



Figure 5-17 Jamming test with 500 rpm and 20-degree angle. With slower speed, the system doesn’t

achieve completely continuous state like with the higher speeds. Motor torque behaves like in earlier

figures, first sharply rising, then dropping little until hitting continuous state. When blockage happens,

motor torque starts to first slowly rise and then sharply rises until it hits frequency converter limit.

Motor speed rises slowly up until blockage happens, then drops sharply.

Figure 5-17 shows little different measurement results with 500 rpm and 20-degree angle. In

this test motor speed actually doesn’t hit the designated cap of 500 rpm. Instead, it manages

barely hit 490 rpm mark before blockage is starting to show up. As can be seen, at 7.5 second

mark torque is starting to rise, but motor speed is dropping only at 8 second mark. Then the

motor speed drops all the way to 0 rpm at 10 second mark. Surprisingly, motor torque hits

the cap at 290%, which maybe frequency converter specific torque cap. However, the same

phenomenon can be observed from this figure as can be seen from the two figures before

this on (5-9 and 5-10). This test shows that even if motor speed doesn’t hit the designated

mark, it still drops, and motor torque increases when the blockage happens.



Figure 5-18 Jamming test with 100 rpm and 20-degree angle. In this test motor speed manages to hit

continuous state and so do motor torque. With these parameters blockage happens more slowly. Speed

drops slower and torque rises slower. However, blockage can be still observed from this data, due to

motor speed drop and motor torque rising.

In figure 5-18 there is another jamming test with 100 rpm and 20-degree angle. This is very

slow motor speed and relatively small angle. Now we can see jamming happening slowly.

At 15 second mark jamming can be seen little bit of forming up from the slight increase of

torque. At 18 second mark jamming can be seen to begin forming up more strongly. At 20

second mark jamming effects begin to accelerate and torque is rising. At the same time motor

speed is dropping. At 22 second mark motor speed starts to rapidly decrease while motor

torque rapidly increases. At 25 second mark motor speed has already hit 0 rpm and test is

finished. Motor torque didn’t hit the torque cap.



5.6.1 Conclusions of the jamming tests

From these four figures jamming can be detected from the motor torque and motor speed

values. When the motor torque starts to rise but motor speed is dropping, it can be concluded

that there is active jamming situation going on. Which means that by simply observing motor

parameters from the frequency converter can be detected a jamming situation. Static motor

speed with frequency converter rarely differs more than +/- 3% of the motor speed reference

(+/- 0.3% with DTC frequency converters), which means that limit for motor speed drop can

be set in 95% of the reference speed [ABB 2011]. Motor torque limit is a bit trickier but can

be set as 40% of the nominal torque but depends on how sensitive the jamming detection

needs to be.

Vibration tests and measurements

Vibration tests were done by using acceleration sensor in two distinct direction: Axial and

radial. Both times they were attached close to motor. Motor side was chosen, because it was

impossible to get acceleration sensor to the other side of the screw conveyor. It would have

been filled with granulite. Tests were then done with two angles, 20 degrees and 40 degrees.

The third variable was screw conveyor state. It was driven as full, in other words it was as

full as granulite as it takes in normal circumstances. But it was also driven as empty, as in

there were no material inside.



Figure 5-19 In this figure is shown how spectrum shifts when motor speed increases. These measure-

ments were done with empty, 20 degrees, axial settings, but they are applicable for other settings too. As

can be seen, when motor speed increases, vibration increases too.

In figure 5-19 is shown how vibration spectrum shifts with the motor speed. As can be seen,

the spectrum shifts to higher vibrations with the increased motor speed. Same phenomenon

can be seen with different settings, such as setting inclination to 40 degrees, changing screw

conveyor state from empty to full (as in, transfer material while taking up measurements),

or switching to radial placement of the acceleration sensor. Motor speed will increase vibra-

tion regardless of other settings.



Figure 5-20 In this figure is shown how changing of degree effects on vibration. Left side are 20 degrees

measurement with different motor speed and on the right 40 degrees measurement with corresponding

motor speeds. As can be seen, comparing 20 degrees to 40 degrees doesn’t have considerable effects on

vibration. Spectrum doesn’t shift.

In figure 5-20 is shown how changing inclination effects on vibration. As can be seen, there

are no considerable changes on spectrum when comparing the results. In the 100 rpm meas-

urements we can observe slightly more vibration in the 20 degrees case compared to 40

degrees case. But other than that, there can’t be observed radical changes. Results are appli-

cable even when screw conveyor state is changed from empty to full or acceleration sensor

placement is changed from axial to radial.



Figure 5-21 In this figure are shown measurement results when comparing empty and full screw con-

veyor. On the left side are measurement results in empty state with different motor speeds, and on the

right side are measurement results for full case with corresponding motor speeds. As can be seen, when

screw conveyor is empty, it vibrates lot more.

In figure 5-21 are shown measurement results when screw conveyor state is changed from

empty to full. As can be seen, screw vibrates a lot more when it is empty compared to when

it is full. This is due to damping effects of the material when screw is full. The results are

applicable even when inclination is changed from 20 degrees to 40 degrees or acceleration

sensor placement is changed from axial to radial.



Figure 5-22 In this figure are shown measurement results for the axial and radial acceleration placement.

On the  left  side  are  axial  results  with  different  motor  speeds,  and on the  right  side  are  measurement

results for the radial settings with corresponding motor speeds. As can be seen, radial placement is more

prone to vibrations than axial placement.

In figure 5-22 are shown measurement results for the axial and radial acceleration sensor

placements. As can be seen, for every motor speed, radial placement shows more vibrations

than in the axial. This means that vibrations are stronger in radial direction in the screw than

in axial direction. The measurement results are applicable even when inclination is changed

from 20 degrees to 40 degrees or screw conveyor state is changed from empty to full.

Furthermore, it is possible to calculate relative vibration of the screw with regard to specific
parameter(s). In tables 5-1 to 5-4 are shown calculated averages from the multiple sets for
the both AC and DC component with different parameters. From these four tables it can be
further noticed how much does parameter changes effect on vibration. All the values in tables
are scaled to 10-3 mm/ss rather than 1 mm/ss used in figures. As can be seen from the tables,
inclination of the screw conveyor does not have much effect on the vibration results.



DC-component of the vibration measurements

20 degree 100 500 1000 1500

radial, empty 0,304 0,698 1,722 5,267
axial, empty 0,152 0,391 0,903 2,691
radial, full 0,087 0,424 0,681 0,965
axial, full 0,079 0,246 0,332 0,451

Table 5-1 In this table is shown 20-degree angle DC-component measurement results with different mo-

tor speeds with regards to empty/full and radial/axial states. Note that scale is changed from mm/s2 used

in figures to 10-3 mm/ss used in table.

As can be seen from table 5-1, motor speed increases the DC-component of the vibration
regardless what other parameters are in 20-degree situation. Motor speed increases vibra-
tions up to 17 times more. Radial direction vibrations are about two times higher than axial
direction vibration. Vibration intensity with regards of empty or full state depends greatly
on the used speed, but empty screw conveyor vibrates anywhere from two to six times more
than full screw conveyor.

AC-component of the vibration measurements

20 degree 100 500 1000 1500

radial, empty 0,660 1,687 5,141 15,402
axial, empty 0,329 0,948 2,455 8,157
radial, full 0,184 1,060 1,933 2,765
axial, full 0,151 0,579 0,838 1,180

Table 5-2 In this table is shown 20-degree AC-component measurement results with different motor

speeds with regards to empty/full and radial/axial states. Note that scale is changed from mm/s2 used in

figures to 10-3 mm/ss used in table.

As can be seen from table 5-2, motor speed increases the AC-component of the vibration
regardless what other parameters are in 20-degree situation. Motor speed increases AC-com-
ponent up to 24 times. Radial direction vibrations are about two times higher than axial
direction vibrations. Like with DC-component, vibration intensity with regards of empty or
full state depends greatly on the used speed, but empty screw conveyor vibrates anywhere
from two to seven times more than full screw conveyor. When compared with table 5-1 to
table 5-2, we can see that AC-component is about two to three times higher than DC-com-
ponent.



DC-component of the vibration measurements

40 degree 100 500 1000 1500

radial, empty 0,228 0,782 1,263 4,930
axial, empty 0,106 0,487 0,823 2,652
radial, full 0,060 0,346 0,641 0,898
axial, full 0,062 0,221 0,341 0,568

Table 5-3 In this table is shown 40-degree DC-component measurement results with different motor

speeds with regards to empty/full and radial/axial states. Note that scale is changed from mm/s2 used in

figures to 10-3 mm/ss used in table.

As can be seen from table 5-3, motor speed increases the DC-component of the vibration
regardless what other parameters are in 40-degree situation. Motor speed increases vibra-
tions up to 23 times more. Radial direction vibrations are from about equal to two times
higher than axial direction vibration. Vibration intensity with regards of empty or full state
depends greatly on the used speed, but empty screw conveyor vibrates anywhere from two
to five times more than full screw conveyor.

AC-component of the vibration measurements

40 degree 100 500 1000 1500

radial, empty 0,489 1,998 3,583 14,574
axial, empty 0,233 1,200 2,146 8,024
radial, full 0,105 0,867 1,871 2,616
axial, full 0,120 0,517 0,848 1,499

Table 5-4 In this table is shown 40-degree AC-component measurement results with different motor

speeds with regards to empty/full and radial/axial states. Note that scale is changed from mm/s2 used in

figures to 10-3 mm/ss used in table.

As can be seen from table 5-4, motor speed increases the AC-component of the vibration
regardless what other parameters are in 40-degree situation. Motor speed increases AC-com-
ponent up to 34 times. Radial direction vibrations are about two times higher than axial
direction vibrations. Like with DC-component, vibration intensity with regards of empty or
full state depends greatly on the used speed, but empty screw conveyor vibrates anywhere
from two to six times more than full screw conveyor. When compared with table 5-3 to table
5-4, we can see that AC-component is about two to three times higher than DC-component.



5.7.1 Conclusions of the vibration measurements

From figures 5-19 to 5-22 and from tables 5-1 to 5-4 it can be concluded that:

Vibration of the screw in the screw conveyor increases with the motor speed.

Angle has no meaningful impact on the vibration. There are slight variations but

overall, they are quite close to each other.

Empty screw conveyor vibrates more than full screw conveyor.

Screw vibrates in radial direction more than in axial direction.

These measurement results give a great insight about relative vibration changes in screw

conveyor state. However, they won’t scale or be applicable to other screw conveyors most

likely, due to how vibration sensor location is going effect on measurement results. In these

measurements, vibration sensor was installed in the motor rack, but it is possible to get dif-

ferent results if the sensor was installed for example in the middle of the screw conveyor

tube. However, the relative values are more important, because the objective was to reduce

vibrations. These measurement results quite clearly point what to do to reduce vibrations. If

screw conveyor is empty, it should be run with slow speed up until it gets full. Then vibra-

tions related to emptiness of the screw conveyor can be eliminated. Also, by rotating screw

conveyor at slower speeds - which is actually also more energy efficient - can vibrations be

minimized too.



Simulation results compared to actual results

From the actual measurement setup and measurement results, it is possible to discuss and

compare how simulation results derived from the model compare to the actual results. The

model is actually quite good, as long as parameters change in actual scenarios are reflected

on the simulation. For example, in figure 3-17 is shown how height doesn’t change mass

flow,  only  how  much  power  is  needed.  But  in  the  figure  5-11  mass  flow  drops  with  the

increased height. The problem with the simulation result is that actually also filling coeffi-

cient changes too. When height changes, input head transfer less material to the screw con-

veyor, resulting in lower filling coefficient and thus lower mass flow. Same happens with

motor speed too. Simulation result shows that the higher the speed, the higher the mass flow

is. However, there is a practical limit at 1600 rpm when increased motor speed doesn’t result

in increased mass flow. This is again caused by input head limitations, thus having effect on

filling coefficient.

Figure 5-23 Comparison picture with simulation results vs actual results from the figures 3-17 and 5-11.

As can be seen from the figure 3-17, height change doesn’t change mass flow but increases needed torque

and power. However in the actual results shown in the figure 5-11 originally, we can clearly see that

increased height decreases mass flow.

In short, simulation results do correlate with the actual results. However, the model needs

some more  work  to  correctly  reflect  on  reality  and  more  measurements  needs  to  be  done

with actual system. For example, how filling coefficient changes with motor speed increas-

ing and height increasing needs to be done actual system. When the equation and values



have been figured out, model needs to be tested and compared to different screw conveyor

system. This falls out of the scope of this master’s thesis but extending model are recom-

mended for further research focus.



6. ADVANTAGES OF THE FREQUENCY CONVERTER

There are other works done focused on how to best benefit from the advantages of the fre-

quency converter in conveyors, fans, pumps, and compressors. Earlier works were done Tero

Ahonen with pumps [Ahonen 2011], Jussi Tamminen with fans [Tamminen 2013], and Lauri

Niinimäki with compressors [Niinimäki 2013]. They all focus on how to use frequency con-

verter to the fullest, without needing any extra sensors installed on the motors or anywhere

else.

In all the works, there has been research on estimating the flow rates with frequency con-

verter’s internal measurements to make them work sensorless. Also, different kind of fault

detection research was done. The objective was to create a solution that frequency converter

could detect faults, and then do the best possible decision on how to continue. Doctoral thesis

of the pumps focused on centrifugal pumps and how the frequency converter could be used

as monitoring and analysis device for the pumps. The same way frequency converter can be

used as monitoring and analysis device for the fans and compressors. The flow estimations

done with pumps and fans were quite successful, because frequency converter managed to

find energy efficient motor parameters and extra sensors were not needed. For the compres-

sors however, there wasn’t clear indicator with just frequency converter alone when the most

energy efficient motor parameters were achieved.

Frequency converter advantages for conveyors

Advantages of using frequency converter with screw conveyor are diverse. From the basic

advantages of ability to control motor speed and monitoring the motor parameters all the

way to the detection of blockages and wedging. The basic features of the frequency converter

include motor speed controlling. This feature is useful when screw conveyor is used as dis-

penser. This feature is especially useful if the whole process has lot of variance in dispensing

usage [ABB 2011].

While there is no direct way to estimate the most energy efficient speed to use screw con-

veyor just from the frequency converter parameters, it could be done with mass flow com-

pared to power usage estimation. For example, if the screw conveyor is tested with mass

flow and energy efficiency estimation or measurements, parameters for energy efficiency



matrix can be calculated. It is then possible to select the most energy efficient speed for the

process from the premade parameters.

Jamming detection for the blockages and wedging is relatively easy to implement. Because

motor speed drops and torque increases, and no other phenomenon causes anything relatively

similar, it is only the question where to set limits. For example, it could be set at 110% torque

and 100 rpm drop from the speed reference. When the jamming occurs, motor is then simply

stopped, and user can be alerted to check potential wedging or blockage. Frequency con-

verter programming can be done by setting a torque limit, that when it is reached, motor is

stopped, and an error message is then showed.

Advantages of the frequency converter also reach to the vibration minimization. Frequency

converter can detect screw state from the torque used. If the used torque is relatively low, it

means that screw is empty. And if the torque is not rising, in other words it is not in state of

being filled, in beforehand premeditated time interval, motor is stopped. Or alternatively

speed is reduced, because at lower speeds vibrations are lower. To lower vibrations and

therefore wear and tear of the screw, it is possible to start transfer process with lower speed

(for example, 100 rpm) and then set the desired speed when screw conveyor has been filled.

This would be so called spot pipe filling start.

The more advanced frequency converters come with internal programmable logic controllers

[Peterson 2014] [Keating et al. 2012]. can be programmed to detect energy efficient motor

speed ranges without any sensor by using screw conveyor system model introduced in chap-

ter 3. This, however, needs more research with different types screw conveyors, possibly

with different kinds of frequency converters and motors to see, if there is possibility to make

general model for the screw conveyors.



7. CONCLUSIONS

Advantages of the frequency converter in the screw conveyor systems were studied in this
master’s thesis. A computer simulation model was created for the screw conveyor system by
using the standard ISO 7119-1981 as a basis. This computer model was used as a preliminary
insight tool for the actual measurements.

From the model, it was possible to deduct that motor speed and inclination were the param-
eters that should be changed in actual measurements. Progress resistance coefficient is ma-
terial specific and couldn’t be changed, because only granulite was available. Filling coeffi-
cient parameter showed accurately what happens to mass flow and power usage when filling
coefficient either decreases or increases. This was vital when actual measurements were
done and discussed later on.

Actual measurement system consisted of the upper and lower container, and the two screw
conveyors that were used to fill each container. Both screw conveyors were driven by the
same ACS800 frequency converter, with mechanical switch that was used in conveyor se-
lection. With LabVIEW software and measurement devices it was possible to measure ac-
curately mass flow, energy usage, motor parameters, and vibration from the vibration sensor.

From the measurement results, it is possible to answer questions raised in the introduction.
First question was that is there the best energy efficient way to use screw conveyor. Based
on the measurements, it can be said that the most energy efficient motor speed was in 600 to
900 rpm in test setup, depending on the used inclination. The lower the inclination, the lower
the most efficient motor speed was. This resulted that the most energy efficient motor speed
can be figured out with using mass flow data and power estimate from ACS800 frequency
converter with some inaccuracies. The second question was “if this is a general solution, can
this energy efficient mode can be found only with frequency converter”. And the third ques-
tion was “if it is not, what other information is needed so that frequency converter is able to
figure out the best energy efficient mode”. Answer for both of those questions are, that it
depends. It might be possible to get some rough idea where the energy efficient mode is with
only frequency converter, but to get more accurate results, a mass flow measurement is
needed. Alternative is to build a model of screw conveyor system for the frequency converter
and using that as an estimate the best energy efficiency mode.

The fourth and fifth questions in the introduction were: “Is there a way to reduce wear and
tear of the screw in the screw conveyor with just a frequency converter? If not, what else is
needed?” and “Is there a way to detect and handle blockages and wedging with just a fre-
quency converter? If not, what else is needed?” For both of the questions, it is possible to



detect these issues with a frequency converter. Actual measurements showed that Jamming
detection with frequency converter is rather easy to spot from motor speed and motor torque
changes. Minimizing vibration is best done by using screw conveyor at low speeds around
100-300 rpm when it is empty and only using increased motor speed after it has started to
fill. Also, lower motor speeds in general cause much lower vibration and thus wearing to the
screw.

Thus, frequency converter has multiple advantages compared to not using any frequency
converter at all. From the basic frequency converter advantages such as from monitoring the
motor to soft starting, to more advanced sensorless – or almost sensorless - energy efficient
motor speed detection, minimization of the vibrations to screw, and jamming detection.

Possible further research from this master’s thesis could involve computer model discussed

in chapter 3. It is very possible to make general screw conveyor model that can be used to

detect the most energy efficient motor speeds for the screw conveyor systems. This encloses

further research how filling coefficient changes with height and motor speed. There is also

a small chance that there are unknown factors that is not well understood within screw con-

veyors but causes mass flow to drop at higher speeds and inclinations. This leads that more

measurements with different systems are needed to build accurate mass flow model for the

screw conveyor systems.
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